ACCIDENTAL SPRINKLER ACTIVATION CREATES HAVOC FOR STORAGE COMPANIES
Shutgun is the Must Have Tool for Protecting Valuable Assets

(BONDITA SPRINGS, FL) May 16, 2016_ Storage facilities provide peace of mind for business
clients who need to secure sensitive documents – from confidential files to electronic data. Fire
detection and suppression systems ensure that these valued records are protected from the
devastation of fire. However; fire suppressive systems open up the potential for damage from
accidental sprinkler discharge. This is why Technicraft Product Design Inc. will be introducing its
latest line of fire sprinkler shut off products at the Prism 2016 Annual Conference from May
16 to 19, 2016 – booth # 506.
“Damage from accidental fire sprinkler activations is one of the most costly challenges facing
storage facilities today,” said Shutgun President, Greg Patterson. “Record and information
management facilities can now put their clients at ease by keeping a Shutgun tool with every fire
extinguisher.”

When a sprinkler head is accidently activated, dirty stagnant water is released at pressures as high
as 165 psi and up to 75 gallons per minute. The durable cast aluminum Shutgun allows the user to
shut off an active sprinkler head in seconds with a one-handed, squeeze. Fast shut off is critical to
prevent extensive damage to valuable documents and records.
“The Shutgun is insurance for the professional record and information management facilities and it
has proven its value in real life situations,” said Patterson.
For more info go to www.shutguntool.com or visit Greg at booth#506 during the show!
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More than 30,000 Shutguns have been sold worldwide and have become as a toolbox staple for building,
managers, construction companies and contractors worldwide. Developed with a Toronto District Fire
Chief of 35 years, Shutgun products models are engineered to shut off most types of sprinkler heads
including standard, sheared, semi-recessed, broken and concealed and semi-recessed style now popular
in commercial complexes and hotels. www.shutguntool.com.
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